Using a Legacy Bitmap to Model a Mine Level
Given a scanned mine level bitmap …
1. Remove any annotation (Figure 1).

Figure 1

2. Use a paint program (e.g., Microsoft Paint, Paintshop, Photoshop, etc.) to “flood-fill” the unmined pillars with black
(Figure 2).

Figure 2
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3. Save the image as a 2-color (black and white) PNG file.
4. Use the ModOps / Grid / Import program (Figure 3) to convert the bitmap to a RockWorks grid file in which the
values are normalized between zero (unmined) and 1.0 (mined).

Figure 3

5. Set the 2D Grid Map Colored Intervals (Figure 4) to “Logical”. This will plot the zeroes (false) as white and the 1’s
(true) as red (Figure 5).

Figure 4
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Figure 5
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6. Use the ModOps / Solid / Filters / Solid & Grids program (Figure 6) to extract the portion of an ore-grade model
between the floor and the back (top) of the mined level. (Note: This assumes that these models already exist). The
results are summarized within Figure 7.

Figure 6
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Figure 7

7. Use the ModOps / Solid / Math / Solid & Grid program () to multiply the extracted mine level grade model by the
Boolean room-and-pillar model. This will set all of the un-mined voxels within the extracted mine level grade model
to zero ().

Figure 8

Figure 9
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Statistics and other filters may be applied to this mined model to estimate the quantity and quality of ore that was
removed.
8. Conversely, the colors within the mine workings bitmap can be reversed to filter the extracted grade model to
determine the grades of the remaining resource within the un-mined areas and pillars (Figure 10).

Figure 10
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